PHYS 121 AO: Mechanics

- **SUMMER 2018**

**Meeting Time:** T 3:30pm - 5:40pm

**Location:** PAB B108

**SLN:** 13085

**Instructor:**

![Profile Image](image)

David P. Smith
View profile

**Catalog Description:**
Basic principles of mechanics and experiments in mechanics for physical science and engineering majors. Lecture tutorial and lab components must all be taken to receive credit. Credit is not given for both PHYS 114 and PHYS 121. Prerequisite: either MATH 124 or MATH 134, which may be taken concurrently. Offered: AWSpS.

**Status:** Active

**Section Type:** Lab

**Last updated:** October 17, 2018 - 9:23pm

Department of Physics
University of Washington
Physics-Astronomy Building, Rm. C121
Box 351560
Seattle, WA 98195-1560

Phone: (206) 543-2770